
The Sakais of Batang Padang, Perak.

By G. B. Cerkuti.

The word Sakai is the Malay name for the aborigines w'io

inhabit the forest on the high slopes of the lower half of the

main ridge and some subsidiary ridges of mountains of the

Malay Peninsula. As the Malays were the first to come into

intercourse with these aborigines, the influence of the Malay,
as well as the fear of them, is strong upon them. Malay his-

tory in Perak reaches with certainty no farther back thin the

16th century, and Malays have no written records relating to

the Sakais, whom they treated as slaves and less than human
beings.

The Sakais themselves have neither written records nor

signs to represent language, whatever information regarding
their origin is supplied by ihem rests solely in tradition.

The narrative of events, which is extracted from them with

difficulty, very seldom passes beyond the time of a grand-
father, and may be regarded as inexact if not incoherent.

We shall, therefore, have to look for knowledge of their

origin to the results of a morphological study of the race.

Physical Characters.

The average height of the male Sakai may be taken ap-

proximately at 5 ft. 3 in : and that of the female at 4 ft. 11 in :

These figures are for the present only tentative. The colour

various from a light to a chocolate-brown, the eyes are slight-

ly almond shaped, the nose is flat, the forehead straight, the

lips full and separate, but not negro like, the teeth regular

and well-formed though blackened by sireh, the hair copious,

black, somewhat wavy, occasionally crisp, but never woolly.

The senses are unusually keen and well developed. In his na-

tive jungle he sees better, hears better, and apparently uses his

sense of smell better than other races. His touch is delicate

and sensitive, as is that of most savage races, and his sense of
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taste is his criterion to judge of the good or ill effects of many
objects.

The body and limbs are generally speaking well formed.

Cripples and deformed children are extremely rare amongst
the Sakais, nor are abnormalities of anatomical structure fre-

quent amongst them.

Mental and Moral Characters.

A desire for what may be called independence, but what
in reality is a dislike of restraint is remarkable in this race.

Work for a Sakai must be voluntary ; the moment that it be-

comes compulsory it becomes distasteful.

Not less notable is his distrust of strangers. The approach

of a white man will often scatter a whole habitation of Salcais

;

and even the presence of natives of other races, such as Malays,

Tamils or Chinese, is a frequent cause of their speedy removal

from an accustomed haunt Once the ISakai confidence is

secured, he is like a child, and must be treated as such. All

obligations entered into with him must be scrupulously ob-

served, for, like the natural child, he is not prone to deceit

or falsehood. He is also possessed of the child's simple idea of

morality, as expressed in his words and acts. Early marriage

being the custom, the immorality of civilized races, with its

literature and influence on social relations, is unknown.

Dress.

Bark beaten finely and elongated until it resembles coarse

ramie fibre, is the material from which the primitive clothing is

made. Both sexes fasten strings of this bark, about six inches

or more wide, around the waist, by tying them in back and in

front. A thin fillet of the same stuff, dyed and coloured in a

simple pattern, is used to tie the hair, which is generally filled

by the women with combs, made of bamboo and ornamented in

various styles.

Flowers are universally worn by the women in the hair,

around their necks as necklaces, and occasionally in their waist-

belts of odorous grass. In both sexes the nasal septum is per-

forated for the insertion of straight pieces of bamboo, and the

ear only by the women for the insertion of some bamboo with
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some odorous grass, of shell, and of animal teeth, to serve as

ornaments.

Obnaments.

The use of necklaces belongs to attire. Ornamentation of

the body is effected by painting- the skin in different colours,

mostly red, yellow and black, by dyes obtained from plants,

gutta and lime. Two lines, one drawn from the vertex of the

head over tip of nose to chin, and the other from ear to ear,

bisecting the first, divide the face into four areas, the painting

of two of which on one side must correspond to the painting

of the two others of the opposite side.

The chest and body are generally divided also by a ver-

tical line cleaving the trunk in two halves, right and left, upon
which similar patterns are painted.

The object of this adornment by painting is not merely
decoration, it is what formerly would have been called dedicat-

ed to superstitious uses. The painting of the face and body is,

in fact, a species of charm and is supposed to act as amulets

and talismans are presumed to act, by warding off dangers,

driving afar evil spirits, aud filling the wearers with un-

usual courage.

Religious Sentiment.

It is a peculiarity of the Sakai that, like many of his

characteristics, his religious belief is extremely simple. The
idea of a Creator, of an all-powerful, all-just and all-merciful

Ruler, is absent from his scanty mythology. The origin of the

world and the life of mankind on the earth present no problems
to him. He believes simply in good and evil spirits. The good
spirits are to him vague, indefinite beings, who manifest them-
selves rarely fatally, and about whom, therefore, he knows and
believes little. The evil spirits, on the contrary, are feared,

because they are considered to dwell in dangerous ravines, in

abandoned kampongs, in caverns, and in places regarded accord-

ing to popular sakai report as uncanny, whence they issue to

infect the Sakais with famine and disease. They also are

believed to make themselves felt in thunder, in lightning, and
most particularly of all in wind. The early morning breeze
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which blows on the tropical hills after 2 a.m. is for the Sakai
the work of bad spirits. It is the hour when he feels the fall

of temperature most, and it is for him a fatal hour. Accord-
ingly, all true Sakais are awake at this time to chat and smoke
and wait until the biting- blast passes away. Tattooing is little

known amongst them ; and though they have a certain know-
ledge of the ways of tigers and snakes, these are neither worship-
ped nor considered to be directly concerned with evil spirits.

Social Relations.

The most important circumstance of a man's, and of

woman's life, marriage, does not loom large in the Sakai's

mind. For him it is neither a religious ceremony nor a civil

contract, it is merely a mode of sexual union founded upon
mutual sympathy. Rites in connection with it have so far not
been proved to be practised. There is neither capture, nor
purchase, nor selection. The elders, moreover, do not appear

to interfere in the choice of their sons and daughters.

It is probable that it is owing to this fact that these

aborigines are gradually decreasing in numbers, even though
consanguinit} T in matrimonial relationship is forbidden, about
the only prohibition of any kind that the Sakais know, and to

which they submit.

Polygamy exists, but it is rare. Divorce also exists, and
is common. The marriage tie, being as loose as is described,

is unable to consolidate a union ; the slightest incompatibility

of temper, temporary sterility of the wife, lasting about three

durian seasons, or an attack of dangerous disease, is a sufficient

cause for a divorce, which is accomplished without resentment

or apparent jealousy on either side. Deformed persons which
are very rare amongst the Sakais, or those attacked by
dangerous disease, must make a vow of celibacy. The women
give birth to their children with only old women attendants,

but in a place prepared by the husband. The child is not al-

lowed to touch the earth, either from a superstition that the child

would be injured by contact with the earth, or that the child

would soil the ground, but is laid upon a couch of dry leaves,

which cover a rudely made clay embankment. Directly after

birth only old women and young children who are not able and
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strong enough to enter the jungle to find their daily food are

permitted to approach the child. All others are excluded for a

certain period, as there is a certain superstition among them
that able bodied persons approaching a newly born baby will

contract its smell and take it to the jungle with them when out

looking for food. The evil spirits, it is said, are always on the

look-out for persons with this smell, and will follow them on
their return to their huts to the birth place of the child. At the

end of that time the child receives what may be called a ceremonial

purification of water, and is presented to him at the village.

Habits.

The Sakais are essentially nomadic, and clear only very

limited areas in the hill forests for cultivation ; of rice culture

they know little, for corn or maize and the Sikoi, sweet potatoes,

and tapioca, are their principal crops. The most primitive of

the Sakais still subsist by the chase, using the Sumpitan, or

blow-gun, and poisoned darts to kill wild animals and birds.

As is well-known, the darts are poisoned by being dipped in a

gummyor glutinous extract of Ipoh which hardens on the tips,

and of another and more dangerous poison extracted from the

roots of a kind of creeper named by the Sakais Legop.

The Sakai dies as he lives, surrounded by powers of nature

which he understands not. If a disease be regarded as con-

tagious, a noise is made on rude drums made of big bamboo to

drive away the evil spirits. It is remarkable that there are not

musical instruments to express grief ; but in expression of jo} r

a flute played through the nose, and a kind of mandoline made
also of bamboo, are performed upon particularly by women.
After death comes burial in a deep grave, the body generally

standing erect in the grave about 4 feet deep or in a sitting

posture with tobacco, betel-nut, potatoes, fruits and also with

his blow-pipe and poisoned darts by his side. The grave is closed

by felling some jungle surrounding it and for about a week
they bring the usual food, if a female also seme flowers, and
afterwards abandon the neighbourhood ; for a dead person fre-

quently drives the timid Sakais miles awayfrom promising slopes

on which they were beginning to grow their necessary food,
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